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Ed Rowland’s retail update:  
Albertson’s / Rite Aid deal analysis
Rite Aid senior executives and shareholders could be 
excused for taking multiple trips to the antacid section 
over the past year. And the roller coaster ride isn’t over. 
Analgesics and first aid might be needed as well. 
Albertson’s, the No.2 US grocery chain, is in the process 
of acquiring Rite Aid, the No.3 US drug chain, in a deal 
originally announced on 20 February 2018.

Consider the following. A sale to Walgreens Boots Alliance 
in 2017 valued at $6.50 / share was scuttled by regulatory 
concerns; RAD ultimately sold almost 2,000 stores and 
three distribution centers to WBA. The next deal up with 
Albertson’s is worth far less than the WBA framework. It 
is facing shareholder scrutiny and potential revolt. Add the 
Amazon shadow being cast over everything, and “pass the 
Tums, Rolaids or take your pick” is understandable.There 
is a good strategic reason for the combined Albertson’s / 
Rite Aid deal. In an Amazon / Whole Foods and potentially 
Albertson’s / Rite Aid world, a true good-for-you Food 
portfolio might be realised. No US grocery or drug chain 
standing alone has accomplished this yet.The combined 
entity will conduct business in 38 states and each business 
offers some build-out into under-represented geography. 

Amazon changes the dynamic. There’s a somewhat 
nebulous imperative of defending existing OTC business. 
More importantly, there is a situational imperative for 
Cerberus Capital, the private equity owner of the privately 
held Albertson’s. The deal has been structured as a merger 
allowing Albertson’s to avoid the now murkier IPO market 
to become a listed publicly traded equity. The Amazon-
Whole Foods deal has changed IPO grocery / retail market 
valuations; Cerberus had planned to take Albertson’s 
public prior to the Whole Foods deal.

A review of RAD’s stock price in 2018 exposes a potential 
shareholder revolt. On 12 January 2018, RAD hit a 2018 
high of $2.39 / share but closed at $1.70 / share on 8 
June. The 52-week high was $4.21 / share. The market is 
not liking what it sees.

The combined Rite Aid and Albertson’s would have 4,900 
stores, 4,350 pharmacies and 320 in-store clinics. By 
comparison, CVS operates 9,700 stores and WBA operates 
8,232 stores in the US. RAD has made excellent progress 
in transitioning to a Wellness format; over 1,800 stores 
have been updated to date. In short, the underpinnings  
for a vibrant Wellness / Food platform are in place. 

The RAD share price drop could force Cerberus to sweeten 
the pie for shareholders. In fact, RAD actually took the 
step of offering significant retention bonuses to keep 
the executive team in place. The present deal gives RAD 
shareholders the following two options for 10 RAD shares: 
$1.83 / share and one share or simply 1.079 shares;RAD 
shareholders would have 28-29.6% and Albertson’s 70.4-
72% of the new company. 

If the deal does not go through, it will only happen if 
RAD shareholders reject the present Cerberus terms. 
Many shareholders view the loss of the WBA deal and the 
present Albertson’s offer as salt on a long open wound. 
Scheduled to close in H2 2018, it will come down to 
institutional investors either falling into line or asking for  
a better deal. A letter in late June from Rite Aid executives 
to shareholders implored them to vote in the deal’s favour.

One of my childhood heroes, the UCLA Basketball Coach 
John Wooden, once said, “Adaptability is being able to 
adjust to any situation at any given time.” After a visit to 
several OTC aisles at their nearest store, RAD shareholders 
may hear the final buzzer, upset stomach and all.
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MAIN FEATURES OF THE REPORT

An in-depth exploration of Cough remedies and Sore Throat Remedies 
& Medicated Confectionery

Landscaping 12 major markets from across the globe, with topline sales, 
brand performances, regulatory developments, launches 

and ad campaigns
PLUS

Brief overviews of smaller markets 
including Australia, Canada, Mexico and Thailand

Full year 2017 sales from DB6, 
our dedicated OTC sales database

Overview of key findings of scientific studies 
impacting the Cough & Sore Throat market

Brand case studies highlight success factors, sales, 
NPD and A+P activity, including Kingto Nin Jiom, 

Mucinex, Robitussin, Strepsils and Zarbee’s

Forecast sales for all categories and countries, 
plus a look to what the future holds
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Allergy Relief
Latest trends & developments in remedies for nasal, 

skin and eye allergy symptoms and asthma

Discover how individual marketers and brands 
performed, both globally and in specific markets, 

and where the truly dynamic growth is 
coming from.

Data analysis in each country profile includes a 
segmenting of allergy remedies sales into nasal 

and solid presentations.
New product developments are explored across 

markets, within the core categories and in adjacent 
areas, as well as a look at promotional activity and 

the competitive environment from category
to category.

Categories covered in this report
Allergy remedies • Anti-itch • Eye allergy 

Asthma remedies • Other allergy products 
(selected topical decongestants, probiotics, etc.)

14 countries covered: 
Australia, China, Japan, India, S Korea

Brazil, Canada, USA
France, Germany, Italy, Poland, Russia, UK
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